Survival and liberation: Our struggles as a sex worker
organization in Los Angeles
By Kim Fuentes, Tiffany H., Lucy Khan and Ashley Madness
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spite of and not due to formal social
supports – know what we need to thrive
as a community. Yet, sex workers and
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conducive to meeting community needs
because their goals and ours are not
the same. Academic research goals of
producing knowledge for knowledge’s
sake carry violence that doesn’t honor
sex workers and other marginalized
communities that are working to produce
knowledge that will help us survive.

not be our main path toward liberation.
If universities really want to support sex
workers, they can fund us directly so we
can lead the research ourselves. Limited
funding also means we don’t have the
resources to sustain our operations. Our
Responsive Philanthropy | March 2022

organization is led by members of the

to continually improve our programs

decriminalization is a long-term goal that

sex worker community whose efforts are

and contribute to the well-being of sex

many in our community simply cannot

supported by volunteers and allies.

workers local to us and across the United

afford to invest in without financial support.

States. In addition, multi-year funding is

Urgent work like addressing mental health,

an investment back into the sex worker

rent and bail needs often supersedes

community. We have found that the more
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political change. However, not funding
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sex workers in Los Angeles County, the

ever mitigating the harms of stigma and

larger we grow. The more sex workers and

criminalization. The underlying problems

allies we involve, the more unified we stand

remain unchanged.

Our working board consists of 5 members
who receive a small monthly stipend to
support the work of ensuring continued
organizational viability. Some of this work
is public-facing, such as organizing general
meetings or community events, while other
administrative tasks like bookkeeping,
grant-writing and website maintenance
take place behind the scenes. When all of
these duties fall on such a small group of
people, it forces all of us to take on many
roles, contributing to burnout and limiting
our capacity to take on new projects that
could benefit the community.
Most non-profits are overworked and
underpaid, and we – as a sex worker-led
organization – are no exception. Multi-year
funding for sex worker–led organizations
is essential to us to maintain a sustainable
future. Consistent funding creates stability
and longevity for the work we do and
ensures and improves our services back
to the sex worker community that we
serve. By having more consistent funding,
we are able to see our projects through,
ensure current service continuity, fine
tune the process and create a system of
successorship within our leadership pool.
Having the time to organize is in itself a

in advocating for our safety as sex workers
and against the criminalization of our
bodies and the work we do.

Sex workers are integral to this world, and
we all have a right to survive and thrive in
our community. Through our participation

SWOP LA is dedicated to the safety of

in coalition efforts that resulted in

sex workers and decriminalization of sex

legislative victories like SB233, we have
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keeps all of us down and compromises
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sex work. However, in order to build upon

sex trade. Currently, our community

this momentum, we are in a constant state

members do not have equal access to

of searching and applying for funding to

social services, health care and resources

keep us afloat. This takes away precious

to navigate the legal system. We cannot

time from doing the work itself.

feel free to report violence done against us
without fear of potentially being arrested
ourselves, losing our housing or having
our children taken away. Decriminalization
gives workers choice and a voice in this
world and allows us to exercise control and
autonomy over our own bodies. However,

privilege that can lead to an organization

When we reflect with other sex worker
organizers, there is a commonly felt sense
of the urgency to fight for the laws and
policies that bring us closer to liberation.
Working toward sex worker liberation
is not just a thought experiment we are
interested in, it is vital to our survival and
the survival of our community. This is not

being led by only those who have time to

just another side hustle organizing gig for

spare if people are not paid. At SWOP

us, it’s our lives and the lives of the people

LA, it is foundational that our makeup

we love at stake.

is representative of the community we
serve, and having the funding to pay sex
workers for our contributions breaks
down the systemic barriers that prevent
this from happening.
By ensuring our survival, we are also able
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The SWOP Los Angeles logo, which is in the form of a
heart with a red hand making a fist on the left side and
a heart in the color black on the right. The text “SWOP
LOS ANGELES” is directly under the shape of the heart.
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